IDP: Front-End and/or Blockchain Developer

Background
CDF is developing an intelligent investment platform for international investors to invest in high-impact startups from frontier markets, solving the funding gap of entrepreneurs. Our highly motivated team consists of former TUM & FS students with a strong network in blockchain, venture capital and financial institutions. Together, we want to revolutionize the investment landscape for good. Therefore, we want you to join as a developer.

We’re currently developing our prototype to start our first pilot projects with well-known VC funds.

The IDP as well as the accompanying lecture like “Applied Strategy and Organization (6 ECTS)” are supervised by the Chair for Strategy and Organization.

Goals
- Implementation of Front-End architecture based on existing design prototypes
- Handling deployment and interaction of/with smart contracts
- Integration with cloud database
- Developing and implementing innovative UX solutions for web3 interaction

Skill requirements
- Experience in working with the modern side of Javascript frameworks (React or similar)
- You are keen to not only write code but also interested in understanding user feedback and running fast iterations

After the project
- You will be able to write smart contracts and have a deep understanding of blockchain
- You will understand how venture capital works, and what is required to receive investments

We are looking for teams or individuals with flexible working hours. The project can start immediately. The duration of the project is one to six months.

If you are interested, please contact Philipp Lesche (philipp.lesche@tum.de). A motivation letter is not required.
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